
The monarch spring migration from Mexico had a slow start entering the United States this year, 

arriving almost two weeks late according to Elizabeth Howard of Journey North. But favorable 

winds in early April helped the leading edge of monarchs surge forward to catch up to 

comparable movement north from earlier years. Milkweed was likely more advanced due to the 

later date, and favorable conditions are helping the monarchs on their way. Because the 

monarchs are now breeding and short-lived, habitat is very important to their reproductive 

success for future generations. The new generation typically ecloses during the first week of May 

and moves into the northern breeding grounds.  
 

Kip Kiphart notes, “It is a glorious spring. Milkweed is plentiful throughout the state (Texas) and 

wildflowers are in abundance.” Chip Taylor of Monarch Watch is hopeful. If the predicted 

temperatures are just right we could see another population increase this year. We’ll all be 

watching and hopeful!  

Spring Welcomes the Monarchs! 
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Alternare Prepares for the Upcoming Reforestation 
This year began with workshops and preparations for the upcoming reforestation season by our 

local partner Alternare. In the first trimester four workshops were held: three on how to build 

fuel-efficient stoves and one to build a cistern at a school in Rondanilla, Michoacán. The former 

included 36 women and 18 men who built 10 stoves, benefiting nine families and the Donaciano 

Ojeda elementary school. The latter included six women and 18 men, a wonderful outpouring of 

community spirit to help make the stoves and cistern a reality. 
 

Alternare is busy with the community and school tree nurseries that will provide the seedlings 

for the upcoming reforestation season. Workshops were held with 16 women and 14 men who 

produced 2,000 pine, oyamel, oak, and ash tree seedlings in the 21 nurseries established by 

Alternare. A total of 31,371 trees are now under the communities’ care. We are now in the 

process of evaluating how many hectares will be reforested, where to plant and how many 

hectares will be left for natural regeneration based on the results of Dr. Saénz’ recent research. 

One thing’s for sure, we’ll have plenty of seedlings ready to go!   

 Tree Nursery  at ‘José María Morelos ’ Elementary School 
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http://twitter.com/#!/search/realtime/mbfmonarchs
http://www.facebook.com/monarchbutterflyfund
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Geovida Completed Environmental Education Workshops 

MBF Supports Razonatura to Set Up a Geographic 
Information System for NGOs 
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Measuring seedling height  and stem 

diameter: at lower altitudes 

seedlings have shorter needles, 

longer cones and are taller than 

those at higher altitudes  
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Kids and Instructors at ‘Amado Nervo’ Elementary School 

Geovida, completed their environmental education workshop and monitoring activities successfully 

at the Amado Nervo Elementary School in Ocampo, Michoacán. Held at the “Bosque 

Escuela”  (Forest School) Educational Center located in the Emiliano Zapata Ejido in the Monarch 

Butterfly Biosphere Reserve’s buffer zone, the workshops included the participation of 60 sixth 

grade students, environmental promoters form local communities and experts. The monarch life 

cycle, forest conservation and monitoring of the populations were key topics covered in the 

workshops. 

The “Red Monarca”-Monarch Network, groups non-governmental organizations (NGOs) working 

to conserve the monarch butterfly forests, and is composed of Biocenosis, Alternare, Fondo 

Monarca, the Monarch Butterfly Fund and Colectividad Razonatura. With support from MBF, 

Colectividad Razonatura created a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) gathering information 

from the NGOs and their work in the different areas of the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve. 
 

A total input of 406 records of different locations where the organizations have implemented 

projects since 2009 were registered and will be able to be reviewed by NGO, year, activity, and 

interaction. The GIS will help us share information on the different activities to coordinate our 

efforts. 

During 2014, MBF funded a research project by Dr. Cuauhtémoc Saénz Romero and his students 

to discover whether there are significant genetic differences among oyamel trees at different 

altitudes to determine the best way to distribute seedlings for reforestation programs. 
 

Researchers collect branches and cones of oyamel populations along different altitudinal zones in an 

area close to the Monarch Butterfly Reserve and analyzed their form and structure. They set up 

common gardens, watering the plants and removing weeds, adding no fertilizer and evaluated the 

seed height at different time periods.  Results indicated that low altitude populations have shorter 

needles, longer cones and are taller than those at high altitudes. Consequently, the research team 

suggests reforesting in three provisional altitudinal zones using seedlings originated from each 

particular zone.  If climate change is considered, sites should be reforested in the zone immediately 

above the zone where the seeds were collected to assist the migration of seeds.  
 

This research will continue in 2015 evaluating tree growth of the original seeds collected during the 

second year.  We are very excited to use this research to help determine optimal planting 

strategies in this summer’s reforestation. 

Improving Reforestation Through Research 

Abies religiosa (oyamel) common gardens 

10-month old seedlings (May, 2014) 16-month old seedlings (Nov., 2014) 
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15-month old seedling collected at 

altitude of 3550 m  

16-month old seedling collected at 

altitude of 3250 m  
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Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History 
 Monitors Monarch Populations 

News From the Board 

Guided by the the North American Monarch Conservation Plan, drafted by scientists and 

resource managers from Canada, the United States and Mexico, MBF contributed funds to the 

Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History in their on-going monitoring of monarch populations in 

California as well as increasing public awareness. 
 

The Museum is working to connect members of the public with the importance of data 

collection. College interns and community members were trained in standard techniques for 

counting monarch overwintering populations, observe behaviors and assess habitat and climate 

information. All data was reported into a central database where it can then be analyzed at the 

end of the overwintering season to monitor population movement over the course of the winter 

months.  
 

The data collected during the 2014-2015 overwintering season show an abundance of monarch 

butterflies at the overwintering sites where there are consistent populations: Andrew Molera, Big 

Sur, Del Monte/NPS, and Pacific Grove.  
 

Monarch butterflies were also tagged and sampled for the Ophryocystis elektroscirrha (O.e.) 

parasite at three overwintering sites in Monterey County- Pacific Grove Monarch Sanctuary, 

Andrew Molera State Park and a private property site in Big Sur. The monarch tagging and 

parasite sampling events were met with varying levels of success. At the Pacific Grove Sanctuary, 

sampling conditions were ideal and the monarch clusters were low enough to reach the number 

necessary to have a representative sample. At Andrew Molera State Park and the private 

property in Big Sur, the monarchs were clustering so high that large numbers of monarchs were 

not able to be collected for tagging and parasite sampling. This resulted in low sample numbers 

and in the case of the Big Sur site, a sample size not fully representative of the site’s population. 

This year MBF invited Dr. Pablo Jaramillo to our Board of Directors and welcomed two new 

advisors: Ek Del Val Gortari and Cuauhtémoc Saénz Romero . We are excited by their vast 

experience and fresh ideas!  

MBF Welcomes Member to the Board and Two New Advisors 

Tagging Monarchs at Pacific Grove 

Pablo Jaramillo Lopez holds an undergraduate degree in Agriculture and Animal 

Husbandry from the Army Polytechnic School in Quito, Ecuador and a Doctorate in Biology 

from the University of Western Ontario in London, Ontario, Canada. He was a 

postdoctoral fellow at the Research Center for Environmental Geography from the UNAM 

in Morelia, Mexico and recently won the 2014 Pollinator Advocate Award for his work 

aimed at protecting the habitat of Monarch butterflies in Mexico. 
 

Pablo became interested in monarch butterflies while working on his PhD at the University 

of Western Ontario wondering why Monarch butterflies always returned to the same 

forests in Mexico. This led him to his current research interest aimed at recovering 

degraded soils using soil amendments and improving reforestation initiatives through 

community participation and engagement.  He currently works at the Research Institute for 

Ecosystems and Sustainability from the UNAM in Morelia, Mexico.  
 

On his spare time Pablo likes to ride his bicycle around the city of Morelia enjoying the 

beautiful scenery and the wonderful food from the small towns in Michoacán. 

 

Scientific 

Knowledge 

Provides 

Guidelines to 

Improve our 

Projects 
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Since 1999, Dr. Cuauhtémoc Saénz Romero, has been a full time research professor at the 

Agriculture, Livestock and Forestry Research Institute (Instituto de Investigaciones Agropecuarias y 

Forestales) of the Michoacán University of San Nicolás de Hidalgo in Morelia, Michoacán. He holds 

a PhD in Forestry and plant and genetics improvement from the Ecology and Forest Management 

Department at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA; a MSc in Forest Sciences, Orientation 

in Forest Plantations from the Autonomous University in Chapingo in the State of México; and a 

BS in Biology from the Metropolitan Autonomous University at Xochimilco, México. 
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Join us Online 

@ mbfmonarchs 

www.facebook.com/monarchbutterflyfund 

Don’t forget to visit our web site:  www.monarchconservation.org 

MBF Champions 
Our list of Champions is growing! Champions have generously offered to donate part of their 

proceeds to MBF. If you are interested in becoming one of our champions send us an email using 

our “Contact Us” link (http://www.monarchconservation.org/contact). 

It is three years since we joined the GlobalGiving community and we currently rank 209 out of 

16,659 organizations! Thank YOU for making this possible by donating, participating in matching 

funds campaigns, purchasing a gift card or adding us to a registry: 

 

http://www.globalgiving.org/projects/reforestation-monarch-butterfly-conservation-mexico/ 
 
 

GlobalGiving is an online fundraising platform that gives social entrepreneurs and nonprofits from 

anywhere in the world a chance to raise the money they need to improve their communities. Since 2002, 

GlobalGiving has raised $174,732,702 from 454,528 donors who have supported 12,100 projects.  

Dr. Ek Del Val Gortari holds a PhD in Ecology from the Imperial College of Science, Technology 

and Medicine, UK. and a BS from the Faculty of Science of the National Autonomous University of 

Mexico. 
 

Dr. Del Val Gortari is currently researching the implications of human activities in plant-insect 

interactions and working with restoration ecology to incorporate this perspective in management 

plans.  She has been very involved in science outreach activities among the public as she strongly 

believes promoting research based knowledge and public involvement is the only way to protect 

and conserve biodiversity. 
 

Ek has published 20 indexed papers, 1 book, 2 book chapters and 5 peer-reviewed articles in 

academic journals as well as 42 newspaper articles and 9 magazine articles. She participates 

regularly in science fairs to highlight the important role insects play in nature and has a blog about 

insects (http://www.sinembargo.mx/opinion/author/delval). 
 

In her spare time Ek likes to spend time with her two kids and husband. She also loves to travel 

and to get to know different cultures around the world. 

News From the Board, cont. 
 

Dr. Saenz is a member of the National System of Researchers (Level II), and the Mexican 

representative to the Forest Genetic Resources Study Group, North American Forestry 

Commission, Food and Agriculture Organization, United Nations. He has published 63 peer-

reviewed articles in on tree breeding, population genetics, management of forest genetic resources 

and climate change. 

http://twitter.com/#!/search/realtime/mbfmonarchs
http://www.facebook.com/monarchbutterflyfund
http://www.monarchconservation.org
http://www.monarchconservation.org/contact
http://www.globalgiving.org/projects/reforestation-monarch-butterfly-conservation-mexico/
http://www.sinembargo.mx/opinion/author/delval
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MBF Supporters 

Over 200 individuals, schools and organizations donated funds to MBF in 2014 allowing us 

to continue making a difference for monarchs. Every single contribution counts and we are 

deeply grateful. Just as monarchs depend on milkweed, flowers with nectar, and trees we 

depend on our generous donors. We want to give a special thanks to those who have 

contributed $100 or more in 2014. 

Coneflower ($500+) 

Frostweed ($10,000+) 
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Provide roosting sites and protection  

to overwintering monarchs 

Oyamel ($50,000+) 

The only plants that monarch larvae can eat 
Milkweed ($20,000+) 
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Crucial to migrating monarchs as  

they move south through Texas 

Late season composites that are often 

the last blooms left in northern prairies 

Aster ($5,000+) 

Blazing Star ($1,000+) 
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An important nectar source  

during the fall migration 

Mid-summer blooms feed breeding monarchs 

Photo: Jeannine  Cavendar-Barres © 
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MBF Mission: To foster the conservation of North American 

monarch butterflies and their migration through habitat restoration, 

research, monitoring, education and support for sustainable community 

development in and near the monarch overwintering areas in México. 
 

MBF Vision: Healthy ecosystems and sustainable communities that 

preserve North American monarch butterflies and their spectacular 

migration in perpetuity. 

Healthy Ecosystems and Sustainable Communities  

to Preserve the Monarch Butterfly Migration 

Thank you for considering a gift to MBF 
 

MBF is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization and all donations 

are tax deductible to the full extent of the law 
 

Donations to MBF support reforestation, research that is directly related 

to monarch and monarch habitat conservation, and economic 

development activities in México. Please consider donating today through 
our secure on-line site: 
  

www.monarchbutterflyfund.org 
  

or by sending a check to the following address: 
 

Monarch Butterfly Fund 

c/o Karen Oberhauser 

2078 Skillman Ave. W.  

Roseville MN 55113 
 

All donations will be acknowledged with a letter, and donations over $50 

will be acknowledged with a certificate, if requested. 
 

We also list donations larger than $100 in our newsletter. If you wish to 

remain anonymous please put a check mark here: ______ 

 

 

 
 

 
Make a direct contribution 

towards the conservation of  

the monarch butterfly! 
 

 

Dedications:   
 

  On behalf of   __   In honor of __   In memory of __   A gift to__  

  Send a dedication announcement __     

               For:  ________________________________________________     

         Address:  ________________________________________________ 
 

                        ________________________________________________ 
 

 Employer Match - Name of company: ____________________________  

     Your name: ________________________________________________ 

  Your address: ________________________________________________ 

                       ________________________________________________ 

            Phone: ________________________________________________  
 

In the future I would like to receive newsletters by email  

E-mail address: ________________________________________________ 

$50: Supports the attendance of two 

guides at environmental education 

workshops. These guides will lead eco

-tourists into the delicate wonders of 

the Butterfly Reserve. Our goal for 

next year is to train at least 200 new 

resident-guides, providing them with 

the requ is i te  sk i l l s  and  an 

understanding of the biology and 

environmental needs of monarchs.    

 
$100: Plants 100 new trees in the 

monarchs’ threatened forest areas, 

which includes seed collection, raising 

the young seedlings, and the 

distribution and planting of the 

seedlings. Our goal is to plant high 

quality seedlings in a community-led 

process to help restore critical over-

winter habitats for monarch 

butterflies.   

 
$750: Pays for one month of 

professional staff services of trained 

personnel who ensure that relevant 
expertise is available to community 

and private landowners working to 

restore their property to viable 

monarch locations. 


